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Abstract  
 
In the southern part of the French Armorican massif, the Ligerian domain is located along the 
boundary between Gondwana and Armorica. Lithological, geochemical and structural data on 
the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit, which is the northern part of the Ligerian domain, allow us 
to distinguish two sub-units. A southern sub-unit, formed by various blocks (chert, limestone, 
sandstone, rhyolite, mafic rocks) of Silurian to Middle Devonian age included as olistoliths in 
a Middle-Late Devonian terrigeneous matrix, overthrusts a sandstone-pelite northern sub-unit. 
Both units experienced two deformation events. The first one is a top-to-the-NW thrusting 
and the second one is a left-lateral wrenching. The Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit is an 
accretionary prism formed during the Late Devonian closure of the Layon rift, coeval with the 
main phase of the Variscan orogeny. The Layon rift, which according to the mafic olistoliths 
was partly floored by oceanic crust, appears as a buffer structural zone that accounts for the 
lack in Central Brittany of any tectonic or sedimentary echo of the closure of the Medio-
European Ocean. The tectonic evolution of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit supports a 
polyorogenic model for this part of the Variscan Belt. 
Keywords  Paleozoic - Variscan - Armorican massif - Geodynamic - Saint-Georges-sur-Loire 
Unit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The West European Variscan Belt results of the collision of two main continental masses, 
Gondwana to the South and Laurussia to the North and several intervening microcontinents 
such as Avalonia or Armorica (e. g. Matte, 2001). However, the reality of Armorica is 
questioned by some authors (e. g. Paris and Robardet, 1990; Robardet, 2003 and enclosed 
references). In France, the boundary between Gondwana and Armorica is directly exposed in 
the southern part of the Armorican massif, along the Ligerian domain (Cogné, 1977; Fig. 1a). 
Therefore, the Ligerian domain appears as a key area to study the relationships between these 
two continental masses. Amongst the different structural units constituting the Ligerian 
domain, the northern one, called the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit is poorly investigated. This 
paper deals with the lithology, geochemistry and structure of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire 
Unit. Those results are used to discuss a possible geodynamic evolution for the Ligerian 
domain during Paleozoic times. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1a, b a:  Location of the study area and the Armorican massif in the tectonic framework of the Variscan 
Belt of Western Europe. b: Structural map of the Ligerian domain showing the study area of Fig. 2 
 
 
Geological setting 
The Ligerian domain in the Armorican massif 
The WNW-ESE structural trend of the Armorican massif is controlled by crustal- or 
lithospheric-scale subvertical faults (Bitri et al., 2003). The northern and southern branches of 
the South-Armorican Shear-Zone divide the Armorican massif into the Mid-North Armorican, 
Ligerian and South Armorican domains from North to South (Fig. 1a; e.g. Cogné, 1977; Paris 
and Robardet 1990). However, this structural subdivision does not take into account 
sedimentary and paleogeographic features. 
The Ligerian domain is a composite domain which must be separated into two distinct zones 
(Fig. 1b, Diot and Blaise, 1978), namely:  
-  a northern sub-domain including from North to South the Saint-Julien-de-Vouvantes 
Unit, The Lanvaux Unit and the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit, 
-  a southern sub-domain made of a stack of nappes, from NW to SE and bottom to top: 
the Mauves Unit or para-autochthonous basement, the Champtoceaux high-pressure 
nappes complex and the overlying Mauges basement nappe. 
The Ancenis basin was opened in the Mauges Nappe during Early Carboniferous and the 
Sillon Houiller de Basse Loire  is a Namurian coal basin. The Nort-sur-Erdre fault that 
separates these two sub-domains is a major tectonic and paleogeographic boundary 
corresponding here to the suture zone between Gondwana and Armorica (e.g. Faure et al., 
1997; Cartier et al., 2001). 
The Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit 
The Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit is limited to the North by a northward thrust over the 
Lanvaux Unit, to the South by the Nort-sur-Erdre fault, to the West by the Southern branch of 
the South-Armorican Shear-Zone, and to the East, the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit 
disappears under the Paris basin Mesozoic cover (Figs. 1a, 1b, Ledru et al., 1986). This unit is 
divided into two sub-units, namely i) a northern sub-unit called the Sandstone-Pelite sub-
unit  with coherent terrigeneous rocks and devoid of volcanic rocks; ii) a southern sub-unit 
made of blocks of various lithologies and ages. The presence of blocks was first proposed, but 
never clearly demonstrated, by Dubreuil (1986). These blocks are scattered in a Middle 
Devonian pelite-sandstone matrix. This southern sub-unit called the Olistostrome with 
exotic block sub-unit  or the Blocky sub-unit  overthrusts to the North the Sandstone-Pelite 
sub-unit (Cartier et al., 2001). 
 
Lithostratigraphy, geochemistry and structure of the Blocky sub-
unit 
 
The Blocky sub-unit is limited by the Nort-sur-Erdre fault to the South and bounded to the 
North by a discontinuous sandstone strip (Figs. 1b, 2). Lenticular shaped blocks with various 
lithologies and ages were recognized in this area (Fig. 2). The most important are: 1) Silurian 
black cherts (Llandovery, Philippot, 1950); 2) Late Silurian to Middle Devonian limestones 
(Lys and Mauvier, 1967; Lardeux, 1967; Vachard, 1993, 1994); 3) mafic lava (Carpenter et 
al., 1982); 4) acidic lava (Carpenter et al., 1982); 5) sandstone of unknown age. Mafic lavas 
yield a Rb/Sr whole rock Late Silurian age of 400±24 Ma for the Ingrandes metabasites and 
acidic lavas yield a Rb/Sr whole rock Late Devonian age of 350±13 Ma (Carpenter et al., 
1982). Due to the sensitivity of the Rb/Sr method to diffusion processes these ages can be 
questioned. Mafic volcanics are transformed by intense spilitisation which can provide 
mobilisation of Rb and Sr. So the obtained age may better correspond to the spilitization 
event, which occur probably shortly after the eruption event. Acid rocks are petrologically and 
geochemically similar to the Middle Cambrian rhyolites that crop out in the Cholet volcanic-
plutonic complex (Thiéblemont et al., 2001). Therefore in the following, a Cambrian age will 
be preferred. 
 
 
Fig. 2  Detail map of the Eastern part of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit near Angers 
 
These blocks with various lithologies, ages and sizes are included in a pelite-sandstone 
matrix. The blocks and matrix relationships can be observed in several key exposures such as 
the Roche-Aireau section (SW of Angers; Cartier et al., 2001), Millé (S of Angers) and 
Liétron (SW of Angers) exposures (Fig. 2). These several meters long sections representative 
of the Olistostrome with exotic blocks  are described below both for lithological and 
structural aspects. 
Millé section 
In the Millé exposure (Fig. 3A), chert blocks with different shape and size ranging from 
centimetric clast to metric lens occur in a pebbly-mudstone matrix. Chert beds may appear as 
continuous at outcrop scale, but are discontinuous and scattered at the regional scale (Fig. 2). 
From the structural point of view, the Millé section shows a N110E NW dipping cleavage (S1) 
which wraps around massive and undeformed chert pebbles or is refracted when it crosses 
chert lenses. It is then more or less parallel to the bedding surface S0–1. The original bedding 
S0 is also deformed by isoclinal folds with a large scattering of axes from N105°E to N5°E 
(Diot and Blaise, 1978). These folds are considered as partly primary synsedimentary 
structures coeval with block deposition and partly secondary ones due to subsequent regional 
deformation. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3A, B A : Millé section (see Fig. 2 for location), a1: Undeformed centimetric chert pebble. Well marked S1 
in the pelitic grey matrix wraps around the pebble, a2: S0–1 inherited in the metric chert lens is refracted in the 
pelitic matrix, a3: Thin section of the pebbly-mudstone matrix. B: Le Liétron section (see Fig. 2 for location): 
lithology, block limits and structure, b1: Thin section parallel to the mineral stretching lineation L1 and 
perpendicular to the S1 foliation. A quartz-carbonate amygdule with asymmetric tails shows a top to the NE 
sense of shear in the metabasic lava (block 1), b2: Asymmetric quartz clast with a top to the NE sense of shear in 
the metamorphic rhyolite (Block 2), b3: opaque mineral with asymmetric chloritic tails giving a top to the NE 
sense of shear in the mylonitic metarhyolite (Block 2) 
The Liétron section 
In the Liétron section (Fig. 3B), the blocky character may be locally hidden by the subsequent 
deformation, since the matrix is highly sheared. This section exposes at least three 
lithologically distinct blocks included into the olistostrome matrix. From SW to NE, block 1 
is made of mafic lava, block 2 consists of metarhyolite and block 3 is composed by limestone 
beds including red pelites. Early Devonian brachiopods, determined by M. Basset and P. 
Racheboeuf (pers. comm.) have been discovered in the upper part of the limestone mass. The 
terrigeneous matrix crops out mainly to the NE, in other places it is sheared along the block 
contacts. It consists of sandstone-pelite alternations and pebbly-mudstone facies composed of 
a black shale matrix with sandstone and quartz clasts inclusions. 
Structurally, this section presents also a conspicuous foliation S1 trending N110E to N140E 
and dipping 30° to 50° SW, well marked in the volcanic rocks of blocks 1 and 2. In block 3 
and in the matrix, this foliation is a S0–1 surface. Matrix and blocks have experienced the same 
deformation. The S1 or S0–1 cleavage bears a mineral and stretching lineation L1 trending N50 
to N60E and is folded by a N130E trending very penetrative crenulation lineation L2c. Thin 
sections cut parallel to the L1 and perpendicular to the S1 or S0–1 surfaces allow to determine 
microscopically the sense of shear. In the mafic lava quartz-carbonate amygdules with 
asymmetric tails indicate a top-to-the-NE sense of shear. In block 2, the metarhyolite contains 
sigmoidal quartz clasts showing also a top-to-the-NE sense of shear. In the mylonitic 
metarhyolite, opaque grains with asymmetric chlorite tails give the same top-to-the-NE sense 
of shear. In block 3 and in the matrix, due to a stronger crenulation, shear criteria are 
ambiguous and hardly interpretable. 
Other blocks and geochemistry of mafic lava blocks 
Many other blocks are recognized in the Blocky sub-unit as already described (Cartier et al., 
2001). Limestone blocks are found only in the eastern part of the Blocky sub-unit (Fig. 2). 
These limestone blocks exhibit different facies, from monogenetic limestone blocks like the 
Liétron limestone to polygenetic breccias with limestone, chert and mafic lenses in a quartz-
carbonate matrix. Along the Nort-sur-Erdre fault (Fig. 1b), the blocks are strongly deformed, 
with subvertically elongated limestone lenses in a subvertical S1 foliation. It is worth noting 
that when S1 foliation is restored to a flat-lying attitude, this stretching lineation becomes N-S 
(Fig. 4b). By contrast, some rounded limestone blocks, like those exposed in the Roche 
Aireau (Fig. 2) are undeformed and the S1 foliation wraps around these blocks. 
In order to assess their geodynamic setting, some mafic lava blocks have been geochemically 
analysed by measuring out major and trace elements. Major, minor and trace elements have 
been measured out by Inductively Coupled Plasma spectrometry (ICP) at Orléans University 
and by ICP and Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) at Toulouse University. The tables of analytic 
data are available directly upon request to the authors. Mafic lava blocks, mainly located in 
the eastern part of the Blocky sub-unit (Fig. 2), present various lithologies such as subalkaline 
to alkaline basalts, andesite and trachyte. These rocks experienced greenschist metamorphism 
conditions and intense spilitization (e.g. Lardeux and Cavet, 1994). Four samples of these 
basic lava blocks have been analysed (see location in Fig. 2): i) a doleritic microgabbro (Petit 
Gilbourg, NW of Thouarcé), ii) a dolerite (Pierre Bise open pit, NW of Beaulieu-sur-Layon), 
iii) a protoclastic microgabbro with pyroxenes (Mantelon, near Denée, SW of Erigné), iv) a 
porphyritic basalt with pyroxenes (Savennières, SW of Bouchemaine). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4a–d  Lithology and kinematics observations in the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Blocky sub-unit (matrix and 
blocks). a: Sandstone layers folded by a N80–50SW fold overturned to the NW (Champtocé-sur-Loire, along the 
left border of the Romme river), b: Polygenic carbonate breccia with limestone lenses elongated in the foliation 
(S1: N140–70NE, Pont-Barré open pit along the Layon river (Beaulieu-sur-Layon)), c: Stretching lineation L1 
(N20 W) of quartz and Feldspar clasts in a pelitic matrix (La Chatellière, NE of Nort-sur-Erdre), d: Sigmoidal 
quartz clast showing a top-to-the-NNW sense of shear in sandy pelite of picture c (thin section parallel to L1). 
 
 
 
The obtained spider diagrams are compared with the available analyses (Carpenter et al., 
1982; Cabanis, 1986). On these spider-diagrams, Ta is not taken into consideration because of 
an analytical problem while getting ICP-MS data at Toulouse University. The chondrite-
normalised spider diagram (Fig. 5a) exhibits little enriched spectra in general. Doleritic 
microgabbro, dolerite, protoclastic microgabbro show similar profiles and are little 
fractionated with a fractionating degree LaN / YbN between 1,49 and 1,91. These rocks have a 
tholeiitic chemistry which is similar to that of the Moulin Bachelot pyroclastics (Cabanis, 
1986). The more fractionated (LaN/YbN=4,5) porphyritic basalt is intermediate between N and 
E MORB. It comes probably from the melting of a non-depleted mantle as the more 
differentiated rocks of the Ingrandes suite (Cabanis, 1986). The Primordial mantle-normalised 
spider diagram (Fig. 5b) shows spectra fairly enriched in comparison with the primordial 
mantle with important variations of Rb, Ba, and Th because of their mobility during 
spilitization and metamorphism. The N MORB Normalised spider diagram (Fig. 5c) indicates 
an enrichment in lithophile elements in comparison with HFS elements. The slightly enriched 
compared to N MORB porphyritic basalt corresponds to an island arc tholeiite. Others spectra 
are little enriched or depleted with a possible N MORB source. In the Th/Ta/Tb diagram, our 
data plot in the anorogenic E MORB field for the porphyritic basalt and in the fore-arc and 
immature back-arc basin in an orogenic or anorogenic context for others samples (Fig. 5d). 
 
In spite of still rare geochemical constraints, our own analyses comply with those already 
performed Cabanis (1986). They show that the mafic rocks of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire 
Blocky sub-unit belong to two main geodynamic settings. Some of the lava probably formed 
at a spreading centre and some belongs to an active continental margin such as magmatic arc 
and back-arc basin. These conclusions will be used for the establishment of the geodynamic 
model presented in the section titled Discussion of a geodynamic evolution model . 
 
 
 
Fig. 5a–d  Geochemical data on mafic blocks of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Blocky sub-unit, normalisation 
after Sun and McDonough, 1989. a: Chondrite-normalised REE element patterns for basaltic rocks from the 
Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Blocky Unit. b: Primordial mantle-normalised element patterns. c: N MORB-
normalised element patterns. d: Th-3Tb-2Ta diagram (Cabanis and Thiéblemont, 1988). This diagram has been 
drawn with Nb/16 instead of Ta because Ta /Nb is a constant value in volcanic suite with a mantle origin 
(Bougault et al., 1980). 1: orogenic series (CA: calc-alkaline basalts; AT: Arc tholeiites; PIAT: Primitive Island 
Arc tholeites); 2: intermediate  series (BA: fore-arc and immature back-arc basin basalts; CT: Continental 
Tholeiites); 3: anorogenic series (Tho: N-MORB and more rarely E-MORB ; Trans: Transitional basalts; Alc: 
ocean island (OIB) and continental alkali basalts). 
 
The matrix 
The terrigeneous part of the Blocky sub-unit has been interpreted as a flysch deposit (Lardeux 
and Cavet, 1994). Lithologically, it consists of pelitic rocks (argillite, siltite), but massive 
sandstone are also found. Moreover, the most significant rock-type is the pebbly mudstone 
facies. All these facies argue for an unstable sedimentation setting, controlled by gravity 
sliding and active tectonics. The matrix age is unknown, but it must be younger than the 
youngest block, i.e. younger than Middle Devonian. Recently, and for the first time, some 
small spores associated with organic fragments and vegetal tissues have been extracted from a 
pelite sampled around a sandstone block near Rochefort-sur-Loire, SW of Angers (Fig. 2). 
This pelite was first considered as a matrix sample, but a preliminary examination of the spore 
association by P. Steemans (Liège University, Belgium) suggests a Ludlow to Praguian age. 
This Late Silurian to Early Devonian age is older than the expected one for the matrix. The 
question to know if the sample picked around the sandstone block is really representative of 
the matrix arises. New samples have been collected at the same place and some of them 
contain centimetric pebbles within the matrix. Thus the age obtained by P. Steemans might 
rather correspond to that of an olistolith. Presently, new microfossil extractions are in progress 
to settle the age of the matrix. 
The bedding surface, S0, clearly observed in the matrix by the pelite-sandstone alternation is 
folded by P1 north verging folds with N80 to N120 axes (Fig. 4a.). An axial planar cleavage 
(S1) develops in the fold hinge. Along the fold flanks, S1 is parallel to S0, this S0–1 surface is 
often a slip surface. Near the Nort-sur-Erdre fault, a penetrative mineral stretching lineation 
L1 N20 W nearly perpendicular to the fault trend has been found on the S1 foliation (Fig. 4c). 
In thin section parallel to L1 and perpendicular to S1, sigmoidal quartz grains indicate a-top-
to-the-NNW sense of shear (Fig. 4d). 
The Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit 
The Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit crops out North of the Blocky sub-unit and overthrusts to the 
North the Cambrian-Ordovician sedimentary rocks of the Lanvaux Unit (Figs. 1b, 2). From 
top to bottom, this sub-unit is made of a monotonous alternation of schist and sandstone to the 
South and a massif sandstone-quartzite layer with rare slaty black schists on its northern 
border, called sandstone of the Ancenis forest  or Abbaretz-Bécon rise  (Cavet et al., 
1986). This sedimentary series was considered as Middle Ordovician to Lower Silurian 
(Cartier et al., 2001). Recently, Early Ordovician chitinozoa (i.e. Arenig, determined by F. 
Paris, Rennes University), have been extracted from the black schist layers of the sandstone-
quartzite strip. 
In the Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit, the bedding S0 is folded by upright or North verging folds 
with an axial planar S1 cleavage (Fig. 6a). A N90 to N140 stretching and mineral lineation L2 
is better expressed when moving northward to the Lanvaux Unit. In a section parallel to L2, 
asymmetric quartz indicate a top-to-the-NW or SE shearing (Fig. 6b). The stretching lineation 
L2 is well expressed by quartz elongation in the sandstone-quartzite strip which exhibits 
several structural facies, namely: i) a poorly oriented sandstone with still well preserved 
bedding, ii) lineated quartzites with an heterogranular texture showing millimetric clasts in a 
recrystallized quartz matrix (Fig. 6c), iii) mylonites with polycrystalline quartz ribbons 
presenting an isogranular texture (Fig. 6d). In sections parallel to L2, several shear criteria 
such as asymmetric quartz phenocrysts and oblique subgrain boundaries indicate top-to-the-
East movement (Fig. 6c). However, opposite sense of shear can be observed in the mylonitic 
facies (Fig. 6d). 
  
 
Fig. 6a–f  Lithology and kinematics of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit. a: folded 
sandstone shale alternation. The N100 E trending fold is overturned to the North (La Cour Romagne, NE of 
Villemoisan). b: Thin section parallel to the L2 stretching and mineral lineation (N130) and perpendicular to the 
S1 foliation showing asymmetric quartz sheared to the SE or to the NW (close to the thrust contact with the 
Lanvaux Unit, near Pruniers, lac de Maine, SW of Angers). c: Thin section parallel to L2, and perpendicular to 
the S1 foliation in sandstone. This rock consists of millimetre-scale quartz clasts in a fine grained quartzose 
matrix. Quartz clasts frequently exhibit oblique subgrain boundaries (Carbouchet open pit, N of Saint-Mars-la-
Jaille). d: Thin section parallel to L2 and perpendicular to S1 in a mylonitic quartzite showing two senses of 
shear, namely top to the West and top-to-the East (La Pihourdais, NW of Nozay). e: Quartz <c>and <a>axis 
diagrams for quartzite of picture c (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere). f: Quartz <c>and <a>axis diagrams for 
mylonitic quartzite of picture d (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere). 
 
Quartz <c>and <a>lattice preferred orientation measurements have been also done on the 
same samples by an automatic X ray texture goniometer in Orléans University. The obtained 
pole diagrams are presented as an equiareal projection in the XZ plane (Fig. 6e, f). In the 
quartzite sample with quartz phenocrysts, quartz <c>axis pole figure is symmetrical and 
diffuse (Fig. 6e). Quartz <a> axis diagram shows a weakly oriented fabric, thus no conclusion 
on the intracrystalline slip systems and related kinematics can be deduced (Fig. 6e). In the 
mylonitic sample, quartz <c>axis pole figure exhibits a maximum around the finite strain 
intermediate Y axis, suggesting that the prismatic <a>slip system has been active in medium 
temperature conditions (450–350°C, Fig. 6f). Quartz <a>axis preferred orientation presents 
three symmetrical maxima with respect to the XY plane (Fig. 6f). Therefore the quartz 
preferred orientation might suggest that the sandstone-quartzite strip experienced a coaxial 
flow regime. However, as shown by the microscopic observation, this symmetric pattern 
results of the combination of two opposite senses of shear. This kinematic pattern can be 
explained in the general framework of the Ligerian domain. 
The Bulk Structure of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit 
 
The bulk structure of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit is a north verging wedge, cut to the 
South by the Nort-sur-Erdre fault (Fig. 7). The same deformation is observed both in Blocky 
and Sandstone-Pelite sub-units. Two major tectonic events are responsible for the general 
architecture, however an early deformation coeval with the development of syn-sedimentary 
structures may also develop during block formation. Moreover, the Late Carboniferous 
dextral wrenching plays an important role in the final stage of the orogeny, but this 
phenomena is beyond the scope of this paper. There is no direct field evidence of the 
northward thrusting between the two sub-units of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit along the 
northern sandstone strip of the Blocky sub-unit (Ledru et al., 1986). However, this contact is 
likely, as inferred from the contrasted lithologies exposed on each sub-unit. North-directed 
movements are deduced from the vergence of P1 folds observed in the Blocky sub-unit. In 
agreement with Cavet et al. (1986) and Lardeux and Cavet (1994), the tectonic contact of the 
Early Ordovician to Early Silurian Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit overthrust upon the terrigeneous 
Cambrian-Ordovician rocks of the Lanvaux Unit is located in the Silurian black shales (called 
Houx ampelites) which phyllitic mineralogy enhances the development of a shear zone. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7  General cross section of the Ligerian domain showing the structure of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit 
and surrounding. Circled numbers correspond respectively to the first, second, third and fourth deformation 
stage. 
In summary, the structural development of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit results of two 
successive deformation phases. The first deformation (D1) consists of the folding of the S0 
bedding by N100 to N140E trending folds overturned to the North in both sub-units. The 
south dipping S1 axial planar cleavage of the P1 folds becomes parallel to S0 in the fold limbs 
(S0–1). This S1 cleavage bears a N-S to N50E trending stretching L1 lineation. Top-to-the 
North shearing is widespread both in hand samples and thin sections. The second deformation 
(D2) is marked by the micro-folding of S0 or S0–1 surfaces by N110E trending P2 folds. The 
crenulation lineation Lc2 is parallel to an intersection lineation Li-c2 parallel to fold axes. 
These Lc2 and Li-c2 lineations are well observed in the pelitic rocks of both sub-units. When 
moving northwards to the Lanvaux Unit, the S0–1 surface flattens and the NW-SE crenulation 
Lc2 is superimposed by a conspicuous E-W to NW-SE stretching and mineral lineation L2. 
This L2 lineation is poorly expressed in the Blocky sub-unit, where it can be observed mainly 
in the competent blocks. Conversely, L2 is well developed in the sandstone and quartzite 
facies of the Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit. In thin sections cut parallel to the L2 lineation, 
asymmetric markers indicate a top to the NW or to the SE sense of shear. 
Discussion of a geodynamic evolution model 
The Lanvaux Unit and Ancenis basin 
As presented above, the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit is only a part of the Ligerian domain. 
In order to better understand the evolution of the northern Ligerian domain it is necessary to 
present the structure of the Lanvaux Unit and the Ancenis basin (Fig. 1b). North of the Saint-
Georges-sur-Loire Unit, the Lanvaux Unit is composed of an Early Ordovician orthogneiss, 
called in the study area the Saint-Clément-de-la-Place orthogneiss, (Vidal 1980; Guerrot et al. 
in Janjou et al., 1998) and a metasedimentary cover of pelite and sandstone ranging from 
Neoproterozoic to Late Ordovician in age (Figs. 1b, 2; Lardeux and Cavet, 1994). Both parts 
are intruded by Late Caboniferous granites. In the Saint-Clément-de-la-Place orthogneiss, the 
foliation definies an anticline and bears a well preserved NW-SE trending mineral stretching 
lineation (Bouchez and Blaise, 1976). A polyphase deformation implying two senses of shear 
with the same direction has been recognized (Faure and Cartier, 1998). An early sinistral 
shearing responsible for the top-to-the-NW motion on subhorizontal mylonitic foliation is 
reworked by a second dextral wrenching developed on a vertical foliation. This late 
deformation is coeval with the emplacement of the Late Carboniferous granitoids. 
The Ancenis basin crops out south of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit, along the Nort-sur-
Erdre fault and within the Mauges Nappe (Fig. 1b). It is composed of an Early Frasnian 
formation and a turbiditic Frasnian-Dinantian culm  series (Dubreuil, 1986; Lardeux and 
Cavet, 1994). In agreement with Blaise et al. (1970) and Diot and Blaise (1978), we interpret 
this basin as opened as a sinistral pull-apart along the Nort-sur-Erdre fault, within the Mauges 
Nappe. The sinistral shearing related to basin opening is recorded in the Neoproterozoic 
basement and its Early Frasnian cover by brittle faults and in the drag folds and in the 
Dinantian turbidite by slumps and synsedimentary structures. Our own field survey does not 
support the interpretation of the Ancenis basin as a dextral pull-apart, detached and translated 
like an exotic duplex  along a transcurrent NE-SW fault proposed by Shelley and Bossière 
(2001) and discussed by Cartier et al. ( 2002a). 
The structural evolution of the Ligerian domain 
At least four deformation stages with different displacement directions, metamorphic 
conditions and ages developed on both sides of the Nort-sur-Erdre fault are responsible for the 
final structure of the Ligerian domain (Figs. 1b, 7). The first stage, observed south of the 
Nort-sur-Erdre fault, corresponds to the synmetamorphic ductile thrusting that leads to the 
stacking of the Champtoceaux nappes complex and the overlying Mauges basement nappe 
upon the para-autochtonous Mauves Unit (Marchand, 1981). 
The second stage, recognized north of the Nort-sur-Erdre fault in the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire 
and Lanvaux Units, is responsible for the above described D1 deformation. This event is a 
top-to-the-North thrusting that takes place after Middle Devonian which is the matrix age of 
Blocky sub-unit and before the Early Carboniferous opening of the Ancenis basin. It is worth 
noting that this deformation has not been recognized south of the Nort-sur-Erdre fault. 
The third stage is represented by the top-to-the-NW D2 shearing in the Saint-Georges-sur-
Loire Unit, in the Lanvaux Unit and the left-lateral wrenching along the Nort-sur-Erdre fault 
which controls the pull apart shape of the Ancenis basin. The age of this deformation is dated 
as Early Carboniferous by the syntectonic sedimentary infill of culm deposits in the Ancenis 
basin. 
Lastly, the fourth deformation stage is marked by a Middle to Late Carboniferous (Namurian 
to Westphalian) dextral shearing along the Northern Branch of the South Armorican Shear 
Zone. Numerous peraluminous Carboniferous leucogranites characterized by S-C structures 
were emplaced during this event. 
The structural scenario presented above allows us to draw the general cross section of the 
Ligerian domain (Fig. 7). This section complies with the seismic profile trough Southern 
Brittany presented in Bitri et al. (2003). 
The Ligerian domain in a Paleozoic geodynamic reconstruction 
The paleogeography of Gondwana is still controversial, different Paleozoic reconstructions 
are proposed according to paleomagnetism, tectonics, and paleontology (e.g. Paris, 1998; Tait 
et al. 2000; Cocks, 2000; Matte, 2001; Robardet, 2003 and enclosed references). The above 
described lithological, stratigraphic, geochemical and structural features of the Saint-Georges-
sur-Loire Unit and surrounding areas allow us to develop a geodynamic scenario for the 
Ligerian domain during Paleozoic times replaced in a general paleogeographic reconstruction. 
This model (Figs. 8, 9, 10) presents three different stages of a continuous evolution which 
implies two diachronic subductions. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8  Geodynamic reconstructions in map and cross section of the Ligerian domain in the general 
paleogeographic frame of Western Europe. Maps are redrawn from Matte (2001). Middle Ordovician (Open 
star: Future Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit; NF: Newfoundland, I: Ireland, GB: Great Britain, OM: Ossa Morena, 
SPZ: South Portuguese Zones, and CIZ: Central Iberian Zone 
 
 
 
Fig. 9  Geodynamic reconstructions in map and cross section of the Ligerian domain in the general 
paleogeographic frame of Western Europe. Maps are redrawn from Matte (2001). Middle to Late Silurian 
 
 
 
Fig. 10  Geodynamic reconstructions in map and cross section of the Ligerian domain in the general 
paleogeographic frame of Western Europe. Maps are redrawn from Matte (2001). Middle Devonian 
 
On the basis of faunistic and paleomagnetic arguments, there is a general agreement to 
recognize in Middle Ordovician time, around 465 Ma, three major continents, namely: 
Laurentia, Baltica and Gondwana to the North, East and South (Fig. 8). Two continental strips 
derived from the North Gondwana margin: Avalonia and Armorica to the North and South 
respectively can also be distinguished. Avalonia includes the Rheno-hercynian zone of 
Northern Europe (with Northern Germany, Ardennes, southern Britain, southern Ireland) 
South Portuguese Zone, Eastern Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Eastern 
New England. This Avalonia microcontinent drifted from Gondwana in Late Ordovician 
times. Conversely, the Armorica microplate is not widely acknowledged due to faunal 
similarities and non reliable paleomagnetic data. However, the occurrence of Late Silurian 
eclogites with an oceanic signature in the south part of the Armorican massif (e. g. 
Champtoceaux Complex, Vendée, Groix island) and in several places of the Massif Central 
suggests that an oceanic area was involved in subduction-collision processes (Pin, 1990; 
Matte, 1986; Ballèvre et al., 1987; Faure et al., 1997). Therefore, in agreement with Matte 
(2001), our preferred geodynamic reconstruction for the Middle Ordovician considers the 
Avalonia and Armorica microcontinents separated by an expanding Rheic ocean. The drifting 
continental strip of Armorica is separated from the main part of Gondwana by an oceanic 
domain variously called: Massif Central, Galicia or South Armorican ocean (Cogné, 1977; 
Matte 1986, 2001). Since high pressure oceanic rocks develop from Iberia to Bohemia, we 
prefer to use the name of Medio-European Ocean  for this area. Since the Medio-European 
Ocean started to open in Early Ordovician, it is not surprising to found similar Cambrian 
rocks in the Mid-North Armorican domain which belongs to Armorica and in the Massif 
Central and south part of Armorican massif which belong to the northern margin of 
Gondwana. For instance, Cambrian rhyolites with comparable geochemistry occur in 
Normandy, in Vendée and in south and west Massif Central, that is to say on both sides of the 
Medio-European Ocean (Thiéblemont and Cabanis, 1994). Moreover, a rough estimate shows 
that the Medio-European Ocean lasted from Early Ordovician to Late Silurian, about 70 Ma. 
Thus, assuming the same duration of opening and closing and a mean spreading rate of 
20 km/My, the maximum width of the Medio-European Ocean was around 700 km. Such a 
small size does not allow significant faunal distinction on both sides of the ocean. 
In Middle to Late Silurian, between 425 and 410 Ma, Avalonia had drifted to the North, 
inducing the closure of the Tornquist ocean, and the Iapetus subduction continued (Fig. 9). To 
the South, the Rheic Ocean continued expanding whereas the Medio-European Ocean was 
closed by a northward subduction under Armorica. The Early Silurian Medio-European 
Ocean subduction was followed by a continental subduction which was responsible for the 
high pressure metamorphism. It is worth noting that high-pressure rocks from the 
Champtoceaux unit and Groix island yield Sm-Nd and Ar-Ar ages of 360 and 370 Ma which 
are considered as those of the high-pressure metamorphism (Bosse et al., 2000). As it is 
discussed in Faure et al. (1997), the date of 360 Ma (Bosse et al., 2000) might not be the real 
age of the high-pressure metamorphism event. The 360 Ma age could rather correspond to the 
thermal and tectonic Hercynian events, therefore we propose a resetting of all the 
chronometers due to this tectonics. However, these ages do not comply with that of the 
migmatization that overprints the high pressure rocks in the Champtoceaux Complex. 
Monazite from those migmatites yields a U-Th-Pb chemical age of 386±6 Ma (Cocherie et al., 
2004; cf. discussion in Cartier et al., 2001). 
The Proterozoic basement and Paleozoic cover of the Mauges Nappe argues for a collision 
between Gondwana and Armorica. However, the sedimentary continuity in the Paleozoic 
sequence and the lack of any disturbance between Silurian and Devonian deposits of Mid-
North Armorican domain suggest that this area did not recorded the collisional event. A close 
up around the future Ligerian domain (Fig. 9) allows us to explain this phenomenon. The E 
and N-MORB compositions of the Moulin Bachelot and Ingrandes mafic lavas, and the 
deposition of Early Silurian radiolarites suggest a distensional setting called the Layon rift . 
Such a rift that separates the Mid-North Armorican domain and the Mauges Nappe from north 
to south respectively accounts for the lack of a sedimentary, structural or metamorphic 
disturbance in the Mid-North Armorican domain. The onset of crustal thinning and width of 
the Layon rift remain unknown, but in spite of the lack of typical ophiolites, Early and Middle 
Silurian siliceous deposits and vesiculated pillow lavas suggest a deep sea setting. Since 
rifting lasted for nearly 70 to 80 My, thus a minimum width of two or three hundred 
kilometres can be inferred and consequently a possible limited oceanization cannot be ruled 
out. A modern day analogue of such a geodynamic setting can be found in the Aegean or 
Tyrhenian seas in Mediterranean Sea. Similar to the Massif Central, the Champtoceaux high 
pressure rocks experienced syn to post-exhumation migmatization in Early Devonian around 
385 Ma (Faure et al., 1997; Cartier et al., 2002b). 
In Middle Devonian (around 375 Ma), the Rheic ocean is closing by subduction below 
Gondwana (Fig. 10). The final closure of this ocean in this part of the Variscan Belt occurred 
around 360 Ma, in Late Devonian-Early Carboniferous (Faure et al., 1997). In Middle 
Devonian, the Layon rift started to close by subduction under the Mauges Block. In the 
Blocky sub-unit, olistoliths were included by gravity sliding into the Middle to Late Devonian 
sandy and pelitic matrix. The source of the blocks can be easily explained in this geodynamic 
scenario. The acidic lava blocks come from the Cambrian volcano-sedimentary cover of the 
Mauges Nappe. Silurian cherts and mafic volcanics with tholeiitic signature belong to the 
Layon rift. Calck-alcaline volcanic rocks are derived from an island arc, and Silurian or Early 
to Middle Devonian limestones belong to the sedimentary cover of the arc or to the rift 
margin. As a whole, the Blocky sub-unit can be interpreted as an accretionary prism related to 
the closure of the Layon rift. The D1 deformation of Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Blocky sub-unit 
is consistent with a southward subduction. The complete closure of the Layon rift, with 
thrusting of the Blocky sub-unit upon the Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit and this latter upon the 
Lanvaux Unit, occurred in Late Devonian as shown by the Fammenian unconformity found in 
the Saint-Julien-de-Vouvantes Unit (Lardeux, 1969). The D2 event described in the 
Sandstone-Pelite sub-unit of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit and in the Lanvaux Unit 
characterized by top-to-the-NW or left lateral shearing on flat-lying or vertical foliation 
respectively, corresponds to a late increment of the same tectonic event. The D1 and D2 
deformations are both kinematically consistent with a bulk N-S convergence. The subvertical 
bedding and cleavage in the vicinity of the contact between the Mauges Nappe and Saint-
Georges-sur-Loire Blocky sub-unit developed during the sinistral Early Carboniferous strike-
slip faulting coeval with the opening of the Ancenis basin in Early Carboniferous is also 
consistent with D2 event. Presently, the Nort-sur-Erdre fault is the boundary between the 
Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit and the Mauges Nappe, but it corresponds as well to the suture 
zone of the Medio-European Ocean and to the south boundary of the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire 
Unit. The close proximity of these two major but diachronous geodynamic elements suggests 
that a part of the Neoproterozoic Mauges Nappe disappeared. Such a missing domain  as 
suggested by Dubreuil (1986) might be the consequence of wrench tectonics. 
Conclusion 
Due to its special place in the Ligerian domain, the Saint-Georges-sur-Loire Unit appears as 
an intermediate area between Mid-North Armorican domain and South Armorica/Massif 
Central during Middle Paleozoic times and subsequently a buffer structural zone between the 
Armorica microplate and Gondwana. This fact implies a re-examination of the evolution of 
the West European Variscan belt in Paleozoic times. The peculiarity of the Saint-Georges-sur-
Loire Unit is due to the existence of its southern Blocky sub-unit, considered as a Devonian 
chaotic formation, built by the closure of the Layon rift and later sheared to the North. Owing 
to the late Carboniferous deformation, the trace of the Layon suture zone is combined with the 
Medio-European suture zone in the Nort-sur-Erdre fault which becomes a major polyphase 
suture zone. This model is consistent with the polyorogenic geodynamic evolution of the 
Variscan Belt. 
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